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Objectives:

Understand basics of variant prioritization and 
nomenclature

Overview of the current framework for analysis 
and interpretation of sequence variants for 
monogenic disorders

Overview of key available resources and their 
utility with variant interpretation. 
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Variant prioritization: why does it matter?

I have detected variants in my patient 

sample. What information can I use to 

interpret them?

• Gene disease 

association

• Allele 

frequency

• In silico 

predictions
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Gene

Mutation 

Type

And 

Location

In-Silico 

Predictions Population level

allele frequency
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Filter Variants

None 125,746

DP>10, QUAL>20 25,541

MAF<0.01 1,263

Coding regions 551

WES TrioClass 2
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HGVS nomenclature

https://varnomen.hgvs.org/

Other important considerations when looking at nomenclature

• Which reference genome is being used

• Transcript ID (one genomic variant can be described differently in the coding 

sequence depending on transcript)

gDNA: Chr12(GRCh37): g.53703386C>G

cDNA: NM_015665.5(AAAS): c.809G>C

Protein: p.(Arg270Pro)
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cDNA examples

g.DNA

c.DNA

5’ UTR

Exon 1

Splice Donor Splice Acceptor 3’ UTR

Exon 2 Exon 3

Transcription

Start Site

ATG-Met

Start codon
Intron 1 Intron 2 Stop codon

c.-40 to -1

c.1 to 36

c.36+1 to 36+# c.37-# to 36-1

c.37 to 92 c.93 to 145

c.*1 to *1290
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Protein level examples

c.DNA

Exon 1 Exon 2 Exon 3

Intron 1 Intron 2

c.1 to 36 c.37 to 92 c.93 to 145

Protein 

Consequences:

BRCA1

c.736T>G

p.(Leu246Val)

MSH2

c.1590A>G

p.(Glu530=)

“synonymous”

PMS2

c.730C>T

p.(Gln244*)

p.(Gln244Ter)
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Protein level examples

c.DNA

Exon 1 Exon 2 Exon 3

Intron 1 Intron 2

c.1 to 36 c.37 to 92 c.93 to 145

Protein 

Consequences:

Frameshift
c.6474delCA

p.(Ser2159Asnfs*9)

In-frame deletion
c.6639_6641delTGA

p.(Asp2213del)
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Splicing disruptions

Exon 1 Exon 2 Exon 3

Intron 1 Intron 2

Canonical Splice Donor: +1 and +2 Canonical Splice Acceptor: -1 and -2

Critical
Critical
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VEP: Variant Effect Predictor

 VEP determines: 
 Variant effect  (SNPs, insertions, deletions, 

CNVs or structural variants) on genes, 
transcripts, and protein sequence, as well as 
regulatory regions.

 Location of the variants (e.g. upstream of a 
transcript, in coding sequence, in non-coding 
RNA, in regulatory regions)

 Consequence of your variants on the protein 
sequence (e.g. stop gained, missense, stop lost, 
frameshift)

 Known variants that match yours, and associated 
minor allele frequencies from the 1000 Genomes 
Project

 SIFT and PolyPhen-2 scores for changes to 
protein sequence

https://useast.ensembl.org/info/docs/tools/vep/index.html
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VEP: Variant Effect Predictor
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VEP: Variant Effect Predictor
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VEP: Variant Effect Predictor
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BRCA1

c.5445G>A

p.Trp1815X

VEP: Variant Effect Predictor
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VEP: Variant Effect Predictor

https://useast.ensembl.org/info/docs/tools/vep/index.html
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=ENSG00000012048;r=17:43044295-43170245
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Which transcript should I use?

• For automated analysis, if you are doing NGS analysis and you 

need to capture all possible transcripts, GENCODE provides one of 

the most comprehensive gene sets. 

• For human genetics or variant annotation, a more restricted 

transcript set is usually sufficient and "NCBI RefSeq" is the 

standard with the newest MANE catalogue providing the clinically 

relevant transcripts. 

https://useast.ensembl.org/Homo_sapiens/Gene/Summary?db=core;g

=ENSG00000012048;r=17:43044295-43170245
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Variant Severity: Variable definitions but helps prioritize

https://m.ensembl.org/info/genome/variation/predi

ction/predicted_data.html
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Variant Severity: Variable definitions but helps prioritize
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Where is it? Which exon?

Regulatory elements nearby?

Visualization is key!
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Experimentally Defined Genomic Features:

UCSC Genome Browser - Visualization

https://genome.ucsc.edu/index.html

• Web-based viewer for genome sequence data and annotations. 

• Steadily added data and software features to the website since first coming 

online in July 2000, and currently hosts 206 assemblies from 105 species
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Variant Interpretation: Rationale

 Is a previously published variant associated with a disease 
phenotype pathogenic?

Are all variants observed in a control population benign?

What evidence to we use to ultimately classify a variant?

How do we ensure consistency among clinicians, clinical 
laboratories, and researchers?
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15-20 years ago…

 If you thought a gene may be implicated in a specific disease:
 You could screen a cohort of patients and look for variants in said gene

 If you identified a variant in a patient and did not find it in 50 control samples 
(100 alleles!!!) you could deem this as a pathogenic variant

 Does this make sense statistically?
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Common framework and criteria for 
germline variant classification
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Common framework and criteria for 
germline variant classification
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2015 ACMG guidelines

 These recommendations primarily apply to genetic tests used in clinical laboratories including
genotyping, single genes, panels, exomes and genomes.

 It is not intended for the interpretation of somatic variation, pharmacogenomic variants, or
variants in genes associated with multigenic non-Mendelian complex disorders.
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2015 ACMG guidelines

 These recommendations primarily apply to genetic tests used in clinical laboratories including
genotyping, single genes, panels, exomes and genomes.

 It is not intended for the interpretation of somatic variation, pharmacogenomic variants, or
variants in genes associated with multigenic non-Mendelian complex disorders.

 Care must be taken when applying these rules to candidate genes (“genes of uncertain significance”,
GUS)

 This report recommends the use of specific standard terminology: ‘pathogenic’, ‘likely pathogenic’,
‘uncertain significance’, ‘likely benign’, and ‘benign’ to describe variants identified in Mendelian
disorders.
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We interpret by sorting variants into categories

©2012 MFMER  |  

3198462-32

*Variant: An alteration in the normal sequence of a gene:

A variant which is proven 
to be deleterious to 

protein or gene function 
and is associated with a 

particular human 
phenotype or disease

A variant whose 
association with 
disease risk is 

unknown.

A variant that does not 
appear to have a 

deleterious effect often 
associated with a 

“normal” or no human 
phenotype.

Caution: A deleterious variant is not always pathogenic or disease causing. 
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What is `Likely`?
The rules proposed to classify sequence variants follows is a heuristic system for 

variant classification that is compatible with a formal, quantitative, Bayesian 
classifier. 

VUS

90% 99%<1% 10%

LB LPB P

Probability of Pathogenicity
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 The guideline defined 28 criteria, 
with codes that addressed types 
of variant evidence. Each 
evidence type or criterion code 
was assigned a direction, benign 
(B) or pathogenic (P), and a level 
of strength: stand‐alone (A), very 
strong (VS), strong (S), moderate 
(M), or supporting (P).

2015 ACMG Guidelines
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ACMG 2015 guidelines discrete criteria have a strong quantitative 
correlation with the odds of pathogenicity of a variant. 
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PS4 +  PM2 + PP1

= Likely Pathogenic 

Pathogenic

Level of 

Evidence: Strong
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PS4 +  PM2 + PP1

= Likely Pathogenic 

Pathogenic

Level of 

Evidence: Strong

Benign

Level of 

Evidence: Supporting

BP4
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Conflicting evidence example:

PS4 +  PM2 + BP2 + BP4

= Variant of Uncertain 

Significance  (VUS or VOUS)
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Richards CS et al. Gen Med. 2015;17:405-423

Pathogenic Criteria Example

Benign Criteria Example

Segregation 

Data 

Criterion
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Richards CS et al. Gen Med. 2015;17:405-423
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Allele Frequency (BA1, BS1, PM2) 
How common is this variant?

https://gnomad.broadinstitute.org/

https://gnomad.broadinstitute.org/
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The cutoffs of each of these criteria depends on many factors such as: 

Prevalence of disease, age of onset, and penetrance
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Allele Frequency (BA1, BS1, PM2) 
How common is this variant?

BA1: 
>5% allele 

frequency in any 

general 

continental 

population of at 

least 2,000 alleles 

for a gene without 

a gene or variant 

specific 

recommendation.

https://gnomad.broadinstitute.org/

BS1: 
Allele frequency 

is greater than 

expected for 

disorder (lower 

than BA1)

PM2: 
Absent from 

controls (or at an 

extremely low 

frequency if 

recessive). 

https://gnomad.broadinstitute.org/
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gnomAD browser 
Exome Aggregation Consortium (ExAC)

125,748 exome sequences

15,708 whole-genome sequences

141,456 individuals

http://gnomad.broadinstitute.org/
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http://gnomad.broadinstitute.org/
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List of nine variants for which there was some evidence of pathogenicity 
even though the MAF was high for these variants!
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Allele Frequency (BA1, BS1, PM2) 
Other considerations…

PM2: 
Absent from 

controls (or at an 

extremely low 

frequency if 

recessive). 

What is a control population? Unselected? 

For dominant disorders (AD): 

Adult-onset disorders could be represented in 

the gnomAD database in still unaffected 

probands. Instead of controls the database 

could be refer to better as  “general population”.

Demotion of this category to 

supporting is currently 

recommended. 

PM2_supporting

https://clinicalgenome.org/site/assets/files/5182/pm2_-_svi_recommendation_-_approved_sept2020.pdf

https://clinicalgenome.org/site/assets/files/5182/pm2_-_svi_recommendation_-_approved_sept2020.pdf
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Richards CS et al. Gen Med. 2015;17:405-423
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Richards CS et al. Gen Med. 2015;17:405-423

 Focus on the 
“Pathogenic criteria”
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Loss of Function Criteria (PVS1)
(only “very strong” level of evidence)

 Null variant in a gene where loss of function (LoF) is a known 
mechanism of disease.  
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PVS1

If the termination codon is 

downstream of or within about 50 

nucleotides of the final exon-

junction complex then the 

transcript is translated normally.https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/humu.23626
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PVS1

What if I had a variant 

here?

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/humu.23626
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PVS1

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/humu.23626
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PVS1

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/humu.23626
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PVS1

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/humu.23626
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PVS1- How to investigate if LOF is a 
`known mechanism of disease`

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/humu.23626
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doi:10.1002/cphg.93

https://doi.org/10.1186/1750-1172-3-13
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How do I know if  loss of function 
variants cause disease?

 pLI score - Probability a gene is haploinsufficient - where 
heterozygous LoFs are not tolerated. >0.9 is a common threshold. 
Particularly good for autosomal dominant disease. 

https://gnomad.broadinstitute.org/gene/ENSG00000179295?dataset=gnomad_r2_1

Extremely Intolerant

0 1

0.9

pLI

pLI value  -
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PVS1- How to investigate if LOF is a 
`known mechanism of disease`
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OMIM - Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man® 
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OMIM - Online Mendelian Inheritance in 
Man® 

 Most of the variants associated 
with the phenotype are 

Missense 
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ClinGen

 Noonan syndrome is believed to be caused by gain-of-function defects in
PTPN11 (PMID:11992261), and LEOPARD syndrome is believed to be caused
by dominant-negative mechanisms (PMID: 16358218). Evidence gathered for
the haploinsufficiency rating for this gene is related to the metachondromatosis
phenotype.
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PS1
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PS1

CUU → CUC

Both are Leucine
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PM5
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PM5

Leu257Pro - Pathogenic

CUU → CCU
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PM5

Leu257Pro - Pathogenic

CUU → CCU

Leu257His - ???

CUU → CAU
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PM4
 Protein length changes due to in-frame

deletions/insertions in a non-repeat region
or stop-loss variants.
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In-frame removal or insertion of amino acids

PM4
Protein length 

changes as a result 

of in-frame 

deletions/insertions

 Insertions/deletions that occur in repetitive regions are more 
likely to be of little functional impact; therefore, it is important 
to assess the surrounding sequence for repetitiveness using 
a genome browser.

 It can also help to assess population databases, such 
gnomAD, for high confidence variant calls that indicate the 
site is multi-allelic, which could indicate that the region is 
prone to indels that are generally tolerated, depending on the 
overall allele frequency. 

 It is important to verify the functional impact the deletion or 
insertion might have. Does it affect the zinc-fingers of a 
transcription factor? Does it remove important aminoacids in 
the catalytic site?

 To prevent double-counting of this evidence type, we 
recommend that PM4 should not be applied for any variant in 
which PVS1, at any strength level, is also applied.

NM_000179.3(MSH6):

c.535_546del

p.(Ala179_Ala182del)
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Stop loss: Protein extending variants 

PM4
Protein length 

changes as a result 

of in-frame 

deletions/insertions

PM4
Stop-loss variant 

 When a variant results in loss of the termination 
codon (stop-loss variant), the protein is extended; if a 
variant creates a premature termination codon 
(nonsense variant), the protein is shortened. 

NM_000059.3(BRCA2):

c.10256_10257insT

p.(*3419Tyrext*18)
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 PP3
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Computational Impact Prediction
“In silico scores” 

Richards CS et al. Gen Med. 2015;17:405-423

PP3

BP4

Multiple lines of computational 

evidence support a deleterious 

effect on the gene or

gene product (conservation, 

evolutionary, splicing impact, 

etc.) 

Multiple lines of computational 

evidence suggest no impact 

on gene or gene product

(conservation, evolutionary, 

splicing impact, etc.)
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Computational Impact Prediction
Considerations 

Richards CS et al. Gen Med. 2015;17:405-423

PP3

BP4

• PP3 or BP4  can be used only once in a variant. Many 
algorithms used the same or very similar training data for 
their predictions, each algorithm cannot be counted as an 
independent criterion. 

• Consistent threshold for the tool(s) should be used for all the 
variants in that gene. 

• Currently, a meta-predictor such as REVEL may be used 
in place of multiple predictors in the in silico analysis of 
missense variants. 

• Splicing in silico tools can be difficult to utilize and the 
interpretation is often not standardized.
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Computational Impact Prediction
Splicing Scores 

Richards CS et al. Gen Med. 2015;17:405-423

PP3

BP4

BP7 A synonymous (silent) variant for which splicing prediction 

algorithms predict no impact to the splice consensus 

sequence nor the creation of a new splice site AND the

nucleotide is not highly conserved. 
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Computational Impact Prediction
A Commonly Used Powerful Splicing Tool 

Jaganathan et al., 2019 (PMID: 30661751).  

PP3

BP4

SpliceAI

Deep neural network based on pre-

mRNA transcript sequences that

predicts splice sites using long-range 

primary genomic sequence flanking 

each position as input 

(+/-50 bp as default; +/-10,000 bp 

maximum). 

https://spliceailookup.broadinstitute.org/

BP7 SpliceAI provides a table with  delta 

scores (0-1) for acceptor loss, donor 

loss, acceptor gain, and donor gain 

within the designated flanking sequence. 

The delta score indicates the probability 

that the variant will alter splicing at the 

pre-mRNA position indicated

https://spliceailookup.broadinstitute.org/
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Scores are not deterministic 
of biological effect/deleteriousness, 

they are used as “supporting evidence”

gDNA: Chr6(GRCh37):g.51720765A>G

cDNA: NM_138694.3(PKHD1):c.7837T>C

Protein: p.Trp2613Arg

Polyphen-2: Probably damaging

CADD: 29

M-CAP: Probably

PredictSNP2: Deleterious 

Scores agree towards SNV 

being deleterious

Likelihood of pathogenicity is affected, not determined. 
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Richards CS et al. Gen Med. 2015;17:405-423
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Functional Evidence:

Richards CS et al. Gen Med. 2015;17:405-423

What defines a “well established” 

functional study or assay?

How reliable? This is not simple. 
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Functional Evidence:

Richards CS et al. Gen Med. 2015;17:405-423

• Most functional evidence under these recommendations is 

demoted to PS3_supporting and in order to increase to 

moderate or strong, need to consider appropriate level of 

controls.

• Always consider if a test or assay is measuring the protein 

function or one of many. 
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Decision Tree to guide PS3/BS3 criterion

Brnich SE et al. Gen Med. 2019 Dec 31;12(1):3
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Richards CS et al. Gen Med. 2015;17:405-423

“Functional” Impact Prediction: 
Computational or Knowledge-based
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Richards CS et al. Gen Med. 2015;17:405-423

“Functional” Impact Prediction: 
Computational or Knowledge-based
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Richards CS et al. Gen Med. 2015;17:405-423

“Functional” Impact Prediction: 
Computational or Knowledge-based

Reference laboratories are very 

conservative in the use of this 

criteria because of its subjectivity
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Impact Prediction: 
Computational or Knowledge-based
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Richards CS et al. Gen Med. 2015;17:405-423

Impact Prediction: 
Computational or Knowledge-based

Rule of thumb Z-score “bigger” than 3
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Richards CS et al. Gen Med. 2015;17:405-423

Impact Prediction: 
Computational or Knowledge-based

“Genic”

Tolerance
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Impact Prediction: 
Computational or Knowledge-based

• Gene-wide summary measures of constraint are prone to overstating and 

understating constraint within specific regions of protein-coding genes

Regional intolerance correlates with important 

functional domains
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Impact Prediction: 
Computational or Knowledge-based

• Gene-wide summary measures of constraint are prone to overstating and 

understating constraint within specific regions of protein-coding genes

https://stuart.radboudumc.nl/metadome/dashboard
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Case-specific data 

to consider
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Case-Specific Evidence -
Segregation Data

Richards CS et al. Gen Med. 2015;17:405-423

De novo (both maternity and 

paternity confirmed) in a patient 

with the disease and no family 

history.
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PS2/PM6

 parental confirmed

 phenotype 
consistency

 number of de novo 
observations

https://clinicalgenome.org/site/assets/files/3461/svi_proposal_for_de_novo_criteria_v1_1.pdf
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PS2/PM6

 parental confirmed

 phenotype 
consistency

 number of de novo 
observations

If a NIPBL variant was de novo in one patient with Cornelia de Lange syndrome, with confirmed 

parental relationships and de novo in two additional unrelated patients with Cornelia de Lange 

syndrome with unconfirmed parental relationships, then …
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PS2/PM6

 parental confirmed

 phenotype 
consistency

 number of de novo 
observations

If a NIPBL variant was de novo in one patient with Cornelia de Lange syndrome, with confirmed 

parental relationships and de novo in two additional unrelated patients with Cornelia de Lange 

syndrome with unconfirmed parental relationships, then VeryStrong evidence level is applied 

(PS2_VeryStrong) based on combined point value of 4 (Table 2).
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PS2/PM6 – Additional 
considerations
 A patient with early infantile epileptic encephalopathy and a de novo SIK1 variant with confirmed parental 

relationships is awarded 1 point (as the patient’s phenotype is consistent with the gene but not highly specific 
and the variant is de novo with confirmed parental relationships). If this patient is the only de novo occurrence 
for the variant, then a Moderate strength level (PS2_Moderate) is applied.

 A patient with nonsyndromic intellectual disability and a de novo ASH1L variant is awarded 0.5 points (as the 
variant is de novo with confirmed parental relationships and patient’s phenotype is consistent with the gene but 
not highly specific and there is significant evidence of genetic heterogeneity). If this patient is the only de novo 
occurrence for the variant, then a Supporting strength level (PS2_Supporting) is applied.

 A patient with developmental delay but no other features of Cornelia de Lange syndrome and a de novo NIPBL
variant with unconfirmed parental relationships is awarded zero points as this phenotype is not consistent with 
the gene/disease association. If this patient was the only de novo occurrence for the variant, then no de novo 
criteria are applied.
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Richards CS et al. Gen Med. 2015;17:405-423

Case-specific data 

to consider
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Case-Specific Evidence –
Allelic Data

Richards CS et al. Gen Med. 2015;17:405-423

Observed in trans with a 

pathogenic variant for a 

fully penetrant dominant 

gene/disorder or 

observed in cis with a 

pathogenic variant in 

any inheritance pattern.

For recessive disorders, 

detected in trans with a 

pathogenic variant.

Note:

This requires testing of 

parents (or offspring) to 

determine phase.
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PM3/BP2

 Patient presents with Familial Hypercholesterolemia

Allele 1

Allele 2

p.Cys82Ter p.Asp263AlaLDLR
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PM3/BP2

 Patient presents with Familial Hypercholesterolemia

Allele 1

Allele 2

p.Cys82Ter p.Asp263Ala

Allele 1

Allele 2

p.Cys82Ter

p.Asp263Ala

LDLR
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Richards CS et al. Gen Med. 2015;17:405-423

Case-specific data 

to consider
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Case-Specific Evidence –
Phenotype Specificity

Richards CS et al. Gen Med. 2015;17:405-423

Patient’s phenotype or 

family history is highly 

specific for a disease 

with a single genetic 

etiology.
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Richards CS et al. Gen Med. 2015;17:405-423

Reputable sources
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Who is reputable?

PP5/BP6
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http://clinvar.com/

Knowledge Databases \ Previous 
Interpretations – ClinVar, HGMD 

Variant of Interest: NM_000249.3(MLH1):c.1038G>T (p.Gln346His) (p.Q346H)

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinvar/?term=Q346+%5Bvariant+name%5D+and+MLH1

PM5

PS1

PS1 and PM5 is typically used in 

clinical laboratories if the ClinVar 

submission has a “review status” of  2 

stars or multiple submitters of P and 

LP interpretations without any conflicts 

or 3 stars expert panel. 
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http://clinvar.com/

Knowledge Databases \ Previous 
Interpretations – ClinVar, HGMD 

Variant of Interest: NM_000249.3(MLH1):c.1038G>T (p.Gln346His) (p.Q346H)

 Potential PS1 or PM5 – if there is literature available for the same missense variant or a similar substitution 
without a ClinVar assertion, carefully review the data for a potential application of PM5 or PS1. 

 The variant has to stand on its own merits  as P/LP for use of PS1 or PM5. 

PS1
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Publicly Available Calculators and Workflows

 Publically available tools that will help tally up your “points”
 https://varsome.com/

 http://wintervar.wglab.org/

 http://www.medschool.umaryland.edu/Genetic_Variant_Interpretation_Tool1.ht
ml/

 https://mobidetails.iurc.montp.inserm.fr/MD/

 Several analysis software integrate guidelines into their workflow

https://varsome.com/
http://wintervar.wglab.org/
http://www.medschool.umaryland.edu/Genetic_Variant_Interpretation_Tool1.html/
https://mobidetails.iurc.montp.inserm.fr/MD/
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The ACMG  guidelines are not mandatory, or the 
only ones used 
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Framework Summary for Variant 
Interpretation – 6 key questions

 Allele Frequency?

 What is the mechanism of disease?

 Known or predicted impact?

 Do we have functional evidence? How reliable?

 Phenotype overlaps with gene-disease association 
described?

 Does it segregate with disease?
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Warning! 
Germline and Somatic Classification and Catalogue Differences 
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Warning! 
Germline and Somatic Classification and Catalogue Differences 

Categories:

Diagnostic 

Prognostic 

Therapeutic 
Categories:

Pathogenic

Likely Pathogenic

VUS – Variant of Uncertain Significance

Likely Benign

Benign
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Questions?
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Variant Interpretation Summary Example: 
BRCA1 (NM_007294.3) c. 212G>C, p.(Arg71Thr)

SUMMARY

The heterozygous c.212G>C (p.R71T) variant was detected in the BRCA1 

gene (NM_007294.3) and involves the last residue of exon 4 of 23.

This variant has been reported in a single affected individual with the 

associated disease (Harter et al., 2017; PMID: 29053726).

Functional testing has been performed for this variant and supports decreased 

protein function with a reduced expression of mRNA in transfected HAP1 

cells. (Findlay et al, 2018, PMID 30209399).

Another amino acid substitution occurring in the same residue (p.Arg71Gly, 

p.Arg71Lys) has been determined to contribute to the disease associated with 

this gene.

The variant detected is absent in a large control population database without 

reported homozygotes (Karczewski et al., 2020, PMID: 32461654).

Multiple computational predictors suggest a damaging effect on gene or 

protein function.

Therefore, c.212G>C (p.R71T) in the BRCA1 gene is classified as 

Pathogenic.  Clinical correlation is recommended.

ACMG CRITERIAS CODE

PS4_Supporting

PS3

PM5

PM2

PP3

CONCEPT 

Introduction 

PREVIOUSLY 

REPORTED CASES

FUNCTIONAL 

TESTING 

RESIDUE LEVEL 

ANNOTATION

ALLELE FREQUENCY

INSILICO PREDICTORS 

Conclusion 
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Variant Interpretation 
Summary Example: 
BRCA1 (NM_007294.3) 
c. 212G>C, p.(Arg71Thr)

ACMG CRITERIAS CODE

PS4_Supporting

PS3

PM5

PM2

PP3

https://www.medschool.umaryland.edu/ge

netic_variant_interpretation_tool1.html/


